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Abstract
This paper provides a systematic study of incremental learning from noise-free and from noisy
data. As usual, we distinguish between learning from positive data and learning from positive
and negative data, synonymously called learning from text and learning from informant. Our
study relies on the notion of noisy data introduced by Stephan.
The basic scenario, named iterative learning, is as follows. In every learning stage, an algo-
rithmic learner takes as input one element of an information sequence for some target concept
and its previously made hypothesis and outputs a new hypothesis. The sequence of hypotheses
has to converge to a hypothesis describing the target concept correctly.
We study the following re/nements of this basic scenario. Bounded example-memory inference
generalizes iterative inference by allowing an iterative learner to additionally store an a priori
bounded number of carefully chosen data elements, while feedback learning generalizes it by
allowing the iterative learner to additionally ask whether or not a particular data element did
already appear in the input data seen so far.
For the case of learning from noise-free data, we show that, when both positive and negative
data are available, restrictions on the accessibility of the input data do not limit the learning
capabilities if and only if the relevant iterative learners are allowed to query the history of
the learning process or to store at least one carefully selected data element. This insight nicely
contrasts the fact that, in case only positive data are available, restrictions on the accessibility
of the input data seriously a!ect the learning capabilities of all versions of incremental learners.
For the case of learning from noisy data, we present characterizations of all kinds of incre-
mental learning in terms being independent from learning theory. The relevant conditions are
purely structural ones. Surprisingly, when learning from noisy text and noisy informant is con-
cerned, even iterative learners are exactly as powerful as unconstrained learning devices. c© 2002
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1. Introduction
The theoretical investigations in the present paper derive their motivation to a certain
extent from the rapidly developing /eld of knowledge discovery in databases (KDD).
KDD mainly combines techniques originating from machine learning, knowledge acqui-
sition and knowledge representation, arti/cial intelligence, pattern recognition, statistics,
data visualization, and databases to automatically extract new interrelations, knowledge,
patterns and the like from huge collections of data [9].
Among the di!erent parts of the KDD process, like data presentation, data selection,
incorporating prior knowledge, and de/ning the semantics of the results obtained, we
are mainly interested in the particular subprocess of applying speci/c algorithms for
learning something useful from the data. This subprocess is usually named data mining.
There is one problem when invoking machine learning techniques to do data mining.
Almost all machine learning algorithms are “in-memory” algorithms, i.e., they require
the whole data set to be present in the main memory when extracting the concepts
hidden in the data. However, if huge data sets are around, no learning algorithm can
use all the data or even large portions of it simultaneously for computing hypotheses.
Di!erent methods have been proposed for overcoming the diDculties caused by huge
data sets. For example, instead of doing the discovery process on all the data, one
starts with signi/cantly smaller samples, /nds the regularities in it, and uses di!erent
portions of the overall data to verify what one has found.
Looking at data mining from this perspective, it becomes truly a limiting process.
That means, the actual hypothesis generated by the data mining algorithm is tested
versus parts of the remaining data. Then, if the current hypothesis is not acceptable, the
sample may be enlarged or replaced and the data mining algorithm will be restarted.
Thus, from a theoretical point of view, it is appropriate to look at the data mining
process as an ongoing, incremental one.
For the purpose of motivation and discussion of our research, we next introduce
some basic notions. By X we denote any learning domain. Any collection C of sets
c⊆X is called a concept class. Moreover, c is referred to as concept. An algorithmic
learner, henceforth called inductive inference machine (IIM), takes as input initial seg-
ments of an information sequence and outputs, once in a while, a hypothesis about the
target concept. The set H of all admissible hypotheses is called hypothesis space. The
sequence of hypotheses has to converge to a hypothesis describing the target concept
correctly. If there is an IIM that learns a concept c from all admissible information
sequences for it, then c is said to be learnable in the limit with respect to H [13].
Gold’s [13] model of learning in the limit relies on the unrealistic assumption that
the learner has access to samples of growing size. Therefore, we investigate variations
of the general approach that restrict the accessibility of the input data considerably.
We deal with iterative learning, k-bounded example-memory inference, and feedback
identi/cation of indexable concept classes. All these models formalize incremental
learning, a topic attracting more and more attention in the machine learning community
[30,11,27,12,25,26].
An iterative learner is required to produce its actual guess exclusively from its
previous one and the next element in the information sequence presented. Iterative
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learning has been introduced in Wiehagen [32] and has further been studied by vari-
ous authors [5,10,18,19,21,24]. Alternatively, we consider learners that are allowed to
store up to k carefully chosen data elements seen so far, where k is a priori /xed
(k-bounded example-memory inference). Bounded example-memory learning has its
origins in Lange and Zeugmann [24]. Furthermore, we study feedback identi/cation.
The idea of feedback learning goes back to Wiehagen [32], too. In this setting, the
iterative learner is additionally allowed to ask whether or not a particular data element
did already appear in the input data seen so far.
In the /rst part of the present paper, we investigate incremental learning from noise-
free data. As usual, we distinguish the case of learning from only positive data and
learning from both positive and negative data, synonymously called learning from text
and informant, respectively. A text for a concept c is any in/nite sequence that even-
tually contains all and only the elements of c. Alternatively, an informant for c is any
in/nite sequence of all elements of X that are classi/ed according to their membership
in c.
Former theoretical studies mostly dealt with incremental concept learning from only
positive data [5,10,24]. It has been proven that (i) all de/ned models of incremental
learning are strictly less powerful than conservative inference (which itself is strictly
less powerful than learning in the limit), (ii) feedback learning and bounded example-
memory inference outperform iterative learning, and (iii) feedback learning and bounded
example-memory inference extend the learning capabilities of iterative learners in dif-
ferent directions. In particular, it has been shown that any additional data element an
iterative learner may store buys more learning power.
As we shall show, the situation changes considerably in case positive and negative
data are available. Now, it is suDcient to store one carefully selected data element in
the example-memory in order to achieve the whole learning power of unconstrained
learning machines. As a kind of side-e!ect, the in/nite hierarchy of more and more
powerful bounded example-memory learners which has been observed in the text case
collapses. Furthermore, also feedback learners are exactly as powerful as unconstrained
learning devices. In contrast, similarly to the case of learning from positive data, the
learning capabilities of iterative learners are again seriously a!ected.
In the second part of the present paper, we study incremental learning from noisy
data. This topic is of interest, since, in real-world applications, one rarely receives
perfect data. There are a lot of attempts to give a precise notion of what the term
noisy data means [4,16,17]. In our study, we adopt the notion from Stephan [29] which
seems to have become standard when studying Gold-style learning [4,6,7]. This notion
has the advantage that noisy data about a target concept nonetheless uniquely specify
that concept. Roughly speaking, correct data elements occur in/nitely often whereas
incorrect data elements occur only /nitely often. Generally, the model of noisy data
introduced in Stephan [29] aims to grasp situations in which, due to better simulation
techniques or better technical equipment, the experimental data which a learner receives
about an unknown phenomenon become better and better over time until they reKect
the reality suDciently well.
Surprisingly, when learning from noisy data is considered, iterative learners are ex-
actly as powerful as unconstrained learning machines, and thus iterative learners are
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able to fully compensate the limitations in the accessibility of the input data. This
nicely contrasts the fact that, when learning from noise-free text and noise-free in-
formant is concerned, iterative learning is strictly less powerful than learning in the
limit. Moreover, it immediately implies that all di!erent models of incremental learning
introduced above coincide. Furthermore, we characterize iterative learning from noisy
data in terms being independent from learning theory. We show that an indexable class
can be iteratively learned from noisy text if and only if it is inclusion-free. Alterna-
tively, an indexable class is iteratively learnable from noisy informant if and only if it
is discrete.
2. Preliminaries
Let N= {0; 1; 2; : : :} be the set of all natural numbers. By 〈·; ·〉 :N×N→N we denote
Cantor’s pairing function. Let A and B be sets. We write A#B to indicate that A and B
are incomparable, i.e., A\B 
= ∅ and B\A 
= ∅. Moreover, card(A) denotes the cardinality
of A. Let  be any /nite sequence and let  be any possibly in/nite sequence. Then,
   denotes the concatenation of  and .
Any recursively enumerable set X is called a learning domain. By ˝(X) we denote
the power set of X. Let C⊆˝(X) and let c∈C. We refer to C and c as to a
concept class and a concept, respectively. By co-c we denote the complement of c, i.e.,
co-c=X\c. Sometimes, we will identify a concept c with its characteristic function,
i.e., we let c(x)=+, if x∈ c, and c(x)=−, otherwise.
We deal with the learnability of indexable concept classes with uniformly decidable
membership de/ned as follows [2]. A class of non-empty concepts C is said to be an
indexable concept class with uniformly decidable membership if there are an e!ective
enumeration (cj)j∈N of all and only the concepts in C and a recursive function f
such that, for all j∈N and all x∈X, it holds f(j; x)=+, if x∈ cj, and f(j; x)=−,
otherwise. We refer to indexable concept classes with uniformly decidable membership
as to indexable classes, for short.
Next, we describe some well-known examples of indexable classes. First, let  de-
note any /xed /nite alphabet of symbols and let ∗ be the free monoid over . Then,
for all a∈ and for all n∈N, an+1 = aan, while, by convention, a0 equals the empty
string. Moreover, we let X=∗ be the learning domain. We refer to subsets L⊆∗
as to languages (instead of concepts). Then, the set of all context-sensitive languages,
context-free languages, regular languages, and of all pattern languages form indexable
classes [15,1]. Second, let Xn= {0; 1}n be the set of all n-bit Boolean vectors. We con-
sider X=
⋃
n¿1 Xn as learning domain. Then, the set of all concepts expressible as a
monomial, a k-CNF, a k-DNF, and a k-decision list constitute indexable classes [31,28].
Finally, we de/ne some useful properties of indexable classes. Let X be the un-
derlying learning domain and let C be an indexable class. Then, C is said to be
inclusion-free i! c # c′ for all distinctive concepts c; c′ ∈C. Furthermore, C is said to
be discrete i!, for every c∈C, there is a /nite set Sc⊆X such that, for all c′ ∈C, if
c 
= c′ then c(x) 
= c′(x) for some x∈ Sc. In other words, the /nite set Sc allows one to
separate c from all distinctive concepts c′ ∈C.
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2.1. Gold-style language learning
Next, we provide notions and notations that are fundamental for Gold’s [13] model
of learning in the limit. We distinguish between learning from noise-free data and
learning from noisy data.
2.1.1. Learning from noise-free data
Let X be the underlying learning domain, let c⊆X be a concept, and let t=(xn)n∈N
be an in/nite sequence of elements from c such that {xn | n∈N}= c. Then, t is said to
be a text for c. By Text(c) and TextSeg(c) we denote the set of all texts for c and of
all initial segments of texts for c, respectively. Alternatively, let i=((xn; bn))n∈N be an
in/nite sequence of elements from X×{+;−} such that {xn | n∈N}=X, {xn | n∈N;
bn=+}= c, and {xn | n∈N; bn=−}= co-c. Then, we refer to i as an informant for c.
By Info(c) and InfoSeg(c) we denote the set of all informants for c and of all initial
segments of informants for c, respectively. Moreover, let t be a text, let i be an
informant, and let y be a number. Then, ty and iy denote the initial segments of t and
i of length y + 1, respectively. Furthermore, we de/ne content(ty)= {xj | j6y}. By
content(iy), content+(iy), and content−(iy) we denote the sets {xn | n6y}, {xn | n6y;
bn=+}, and {xn | n6y; bn=−}, respectively.
Let c⊆X be a concept. Let t=(xn)n∈N and i=((xn; bn))n∈N be a text and an in-
formant for c, respectively. As in Jain et al. [17], t is said to be a fat text for c, if
it contains every element x∈ c in/nitely often, i.e., for every x∈ c, there are in/nitely
many n such that xn= x. Similarly, i is said to be a fat informant for c, if it contains
every data element (x; c(x)) in/nitely often, i.e., for every x∈X, there are in/nitely
many n such that xn= x and bn= c(x). FText(c) and FInfo(c) denote the set of all fat
texts and fat informants for a concept c, respectively. Furthermore, let (wn)n∈N be the
lexicographically ordered enumeration of all elements in X. Then, ic =((wn; c(wn)))n∈N
denotes the lexicographically ordered informant of c.
Let C be an indexable class. As in Gold [13], we de/ne an inductive inference
machine for C (IIM for C, for short) 1 to be a total algorithmic mapping from
TextSeg(C) [InfoSeg(C)] to N∪{?}. Thus, an IIM, when processing an initial seg-
ment of a text [an informant] for some c∈C, either outputs a hypothesis, i.e., a number
encoding a certain computer program, or it outputs ‘?’, a special symbol representing
the case the machine outputs ‘no conjecture’.
The numbers output by an IIM are interpreted with respect to a suitably chosen
hypothesis space H=(hj)j∈N. Since, we exclusively deal with indexable classes C,
we always assume thatH is also an indexing of some possibly larger indexable class of
non-empty concepts. Hence, membership is uniformly decidable in H, too. Formally
speaking, we deal with class comprising learning [33]. When an IIM outputs some
number j, we interpret it to mean that it hypothesizes hj.
In all what follows, a data sequence =(dn)n∈N for a target concept c is either a
text t=(xn)n∈N or an informant i=((xn; bn))n∈N for c. By convention, for all y∈N,
1 Whenever the target indexable class C is clear from the context, we suppress the term for C.
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y denotes the initial segment ty or iy. For any /nite initial segment y, let | y| denote
its length, i.e., |y|=y + 1.
We de/ne convergence of IIMs as usual. Let  be given and let M be an IIM. The
sequence (M (y))y∈N of M ’s hypotheses converges to a number j i! all but /nitely
many terms of it are equal to j.
Now, we are ready to de/ne learning in the limit.
Denition 1 (Gold [13]). Let C be an indexable class, let c be a concept, and let
H=(hj)j∈N be a hypothesis space. An IIM M LimTxtH [LimInfH]-identi/es c i!,
for every data sequence  with ∈Text(c) [∈ Info(c)], there is a j∈N with hj = c
such that the sequence (M (y))y∈N converges to j.
Then, M LimTxtH [LimInfH]-identi/es C i!, for all c
′ ∈C, M LimTxtH [LimInfH]-
identi/es c′.
Finally, LimTxt [LimInf ] denotes the collection of all indexable classes C′ for which
there are a hypothesis space H′=(h′j)j∈N and an IIM M
′ such that M ′ LimTxtH′
[LimInfH′ ]-identi/es C
′.
In the above de/nition, Lim stands for ‘limit’. Suppose an IIM identi/es some con-
cept c. That means, after having seen only /nitely many data about c the IIM reaches
its (unknown) point of convergence and it computes a correct and /nite description of
the target concept. Hence, some form of learning must have taken place.
In general, it is not decidable whether or not an IIM has already converged on a
text t [an informant i] for the target concept c. Adding this requirement to the above
de/nition results in 8nite learning [13]. The corresponding learning types are denoted
by FinTxt and FinInf .
Next, we de/ne conservative IIMs. Intuitively speaking, conservative IIMs maintain
their actual hypothesis at least as long as they have not seen data contradicting it.
Thus, a conservative IIM is constrained to perform exclusively justi/ed mind changes.
Denition 2 (Angluin [2]). Let C be an indexable class, let c be a concept, and let
H=(hj)j∈N be a hypothesis space. An IIM M ConsvTxtH [ConsvInfH]-identi/es c i!
M LimTxtH [LimInfH]-identi/es c and, for every data sequence  with ∈Text(c)
[∈ Info(c)] and for every hypothesis j=M (y) with j∈N, if M (y) 
=M (y+1), then
content(y+1)* hj [content+(y+1)* hj or content−(y+1)* co-hj].
Furthermore, M ConsvTxtH [ConsvInfH]-identi/es C i!, for all c
′ ∈C, M Consv
TxtH [ConsvInfH]-identi/es c
′.
The learning types ConsvTxt and ConsvInf are de/ned analogously to De/nition 1.
The next theorem summarizes the known results concerning the relations between
the standard learning models de/ned so far.
Theorem 1 (Gold [13], Lange and Zeugmann [23]).
(1) For all indexable classes C :C∈LimInf .
(2) FinTxt⊂FinInf ⊂ConsvTxt⊂LimTxt⊂ConsvInf =LimInf .
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2.1.2. Learning from noisy data
In the general scenario underlying Gold’s model [13], it is assumed that the learner
receives perfect information about a target concept, i.e., every positive example pre-
sented belongs to the target concept, while every negative example presented does not.
In real-world applications, one rarely receives perfect data. For instance, information
sources can be inaccurate. So, it is natural to study learning from inaccurate data, as
well.
There are various models of learning from faulty data [4,16,17]. Adopting the clas-
si/cation in Jain [16] to our setting of concept learning, there are three basic models:
(i) the learner receives some spurious data in addition to a text (an informant) for
a target concept, (ii) the learner receives only correct data, but some elements of a
text (an informant) for the target concept will never be presented, and (iii) the learner
receives data which are a combination of both kinds of inaccuracies.
However, in many of these models, it might happen that an algorithmic learner
receives one and the same input data sequence, although it is supposed to learn di!erent
concepts. Hence, the input data sequence does not uniquely determine the ultimate goal
of the actual learning task which, in turn, yields the problem of how to rate whether or
not an algorithmic learner /nishes the actual learning task successfully. To overcome
these diDculties, Stephan [29] proposed a di!erent notion of noisy data, subsequently
called noisy text and noisy informant. This model has the advantage that noisy data
about a target concept nonetheless uniquely specify that concept. Roughly speaking,
correct data elements occur in/nitely often whereas incorrect data elements occur only
/nitely often. During the learning process, an algorithmic learner has to deal with the
problem of not knowing whether the data element which it actually receives is correct.
However, in the limit, it turns out which data elements are correct and which are
not. Clearly, since an algorithmic learner processes only /nitely many data up to the
(unknown) point of convergence, it cannot directly bene/t from this kind of a priori
knowledge. The reader should note that Stephan’s [29] model belongs to category (i),
i.e., the learner receives some spurious data in addition to a text (an informant) for a
target concept.
To formally de/ne Stephan’s [29] model, let X be the underlying learning domain,
let c⊆X be a concept, and let t=(xn)n∈N be an in/nite sequence of elements from
X. As in Stephan [29], t is said to be a noisy text for c provided that every element
from c appears in/nitely often, i.e., for every x∈ c there are in/nitely many n such
that xn= x, whereas only /nitely often some x =∈ c occurs, i.e., for all but /nitely many
n∈N, xn ∈ c. Note that, by de/nition, every fat text for c forms a noisy text for it,
too. By NText(c) and NTextSeg(c) we denote the set of all noisy texts for c and of
all initial segments of noisy texts for c, respectively. For every y∈N, ty denotes the
initial segment of t of length y + 1. As above, we let content(tx)= {xn | n6y}.
Next, let i=((xn; bn))n∈N be any sequence of elements from X × {+;−}. As in
Stephan [29], i is said to be a noisy informant for c provided that every element x
of X occurs in/nitely often, almost always accomplished by the right classi/cation
c(x). More formally, for all x∈X, there are in/nitely many n∈N such that xn= x
and, for all but /nitely many of them, bn= c(x). As above, by de/nition, every fat
informant for c also constitutes a noisy informant for it. By NInfo(c) and NInfoSeg(c)
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we denote the set of all noisy informants for c and of all initial segments of noisy
informants for c, respectively. For every y∈N, iy denotes the initial segment of i of
length y+ 1. Moreover, by content(iy), content+(iy), and content−(iy) we denote the
sets {xn | n6y}, {xn | n6y; bn=+}, and {xn | n6y; bn=−}, respectively.
Let C be an indexable class and let NTextSeg(C) and NInfoSeg(C) be the collection
of all initial segments of noisy texts in NText(c) and noisy informants in NInfo(c),
respectively, where c ranges over all concepts in C. Similarly to the learning models
investigated so far, an IIM M which identi/es a target concept class C from noisy
data is a total algorithmic mapping from NTextSeg(C) [NInfoSeg(C)] to N ∪ {?}.
Analogously to the case of learning from noise-free data, we deal with class comprising
learning [33].
The learning types LimNTxt, FinNTxt, and ConsvNTxt as well as LimNInf ,
FinNInf , and ConsvNInf are de/ned analogously to their noise-free counterparts by
replacing everywhere text and informant by noisy text and noisy informant, respec-
tively.
The following theorem summarizes the known results concerning learning of index-
able concept classes from noisy data.
Theorem 2 (Stephan [29]).
(1) FinTxt⊂LimNTxt⊂LimTxt.
(2) FinInf ⊂LimNInf ⊂LimInf .
(3) LimNTxt #LimNInf .
2.2. Incremental learning
Now, we formally de/ne the di!erent models of incremental learning. As in
Section 2.1, we start with the case of learning from noise-free data.
An ordinary IIM M has always access to the whole history of the learning process,
i.e., it computes its actual guess on the basis of all the input data seen so far. In contrast,
an iterative IIM is only allowed to use its last guess and the next data element in the
data sequence . Conceptually, an iterative IIM M de/nes a sequence (Mn)n∈N of
machines each of which takes as its input the output of its predecessor.
Denition 3 (Wiehagen [32]). Let C be an indexable class, let c be a concept, and let
H=(hj)j∈N be a hypothesis space. An IIM M ItTxtH [ItInfH]-identi/es c i!, for every
data sequence =(dn)n∈N with ∈Text(c) [∈ Info(c)], the following conditions are
ful/lled:
(1) for all n∈N, Mn() is de/ned, where
(i) M0()=M (−1; d0) 2 ,
(ii) Mn+1()=M (Mn(); dn+1).
(2) the sequence (Mn())n∈N converges to a number j with hj = c.
2 The term −1 denotes an a priori /xed initial hypothesis. This hypothesis is used for technical reasons,
only. We adopt this convention to the other de/nitions below.
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Furthermore, M ItTxtH [ItInfH]-identi/es C i!, for each c
′ ∈C, M ItTxtH [ItInfH]-
identi/es c′.
The learning types ItTxt and ItInf are de/ned analogously to De/nition 1.
For the sake of simplicity, we introduce the following shorthand: for any data se-
quence  and any y∈N, we de/ne M∗(y)=My(). That is, M∗(y) denotes the last
hypothesis which M generates when processing the initial segment y.
Next, we consider a natural relaxation of iterative learning, named k-bounded
example-memory inference. Now, an IIM M is allowed to memorize at most k of
the data elements which it has already seen in the learning process, where k ∈N is a
priori /xed. Again, M de/nes a sequence (Mn)n∈N of machines each of which takes
as input the output of its predecessor. A k-bounded example-memory IIM outputs a
hypothesis along with the set of memorized data elements.
Denition 4 (Lange and Zeugmann [24]). Let C be an indexable class, let c be a
concept, and let H=(hj)j∈N be a hypothesis space. Moreover, let k ∈N. An IIM
M BemkTxtH [BemkInfH]-identi/es c i!, for every data sequence =(dn)n∈N with
∈Text(c) [∈ Info(c)], the following conditions are satis/ed:
(1) for all n∈N; Mn() is de/ned, where
(i) M0()=M ((−1; ∅); d0)= (j0; S0) with S0⊆{d0} and card(S0)6k
(ii) Mn+1()=M (Mn(); dn+1)= (jn+1; Sn+1) with Sn+1⊆ Sn ∪{dn+1} and card
(Sn+1)6k.
(2) the jn in the sequence ((jn; Sn))n∈N of M ’s guesses converge to a number j with
hj = c.
Furthermore, M BemkTxtH [BemkInfH]-identi/es C i!, for each c
′ ∈C; M BemkTxtH
[BemkInfH]-identi/es c
′.
For every k ∈N, the learning types BemkTxt and BemkInf are de/ned analogously
as above. By de/nition, Bem0Txt= ItTxt and Bem0Inf = ItInf .
Next, we de/ne learning by feedback IIMs. Informally speaking, a feedback IIM M
is an iterative IIM that is additionally allowed to make a particular type of queries. In
each learning stage n+1; M has access to the actual input dn+1 and its previous guess
jn. M is additionally allowed to compute a query from dn+1 and jn which concerns the
history of the learning process. That is, the feedback learner computes a data element
d and gets a ‘YES=NO’ answer A(d) such that A(d)=YES, if d appears in the initial
segment n, and A(d)=NO, otherwise. Hence, M can just ask whether or not the
particular data element d has already been presented in previous learning stages.
Denition 5 (Wiehagen [32]). Let C be an indexable class, let c be a concept, and let
H=(hj)j∈N be a hypothesis space. Let Q :N×X→X [Q :N× (X×{+;−})→X
×{+;−}] be a total computable function. An IIM M , with a computable query asking
function Q; FbTxtH [FbInfH]-identi/es c i!, for every data sequence =(dn)n∈N with
∈Text(c) [∈ Info(c)], the following conditions are satis/ed:
(1) for all n∈N; Mn() is de/ned, where
(i) M0()=M (−1;NO; d0)
(ii) Mn+1()=M (Mn(); A(Q(Mn(); dn+1)); dn+1).
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(2) the sequence (Mn())n∈N converges to a number j with hj = c provided that, for
all n∈N, A’s reply to the query Q(Mn(); dn+1) is ‘YES’ i! the data element
Q(Mn(); dn+1) appears in the initial segment n.
Furthermore, M FbTxtH [FbInfH]-identi/es C i!, for each c
′ ∈C; M FbTxtH
[FbInfH]-identi/es c
′.
The learning types FbTxt and FbInf are de/ned analogously as above.
Finally, concerning incremental learning from noisy data, the learning types ItNTxt;
BemkNTxt, and FbNTxt as well as ItNInf ; BemkNInf , and FbNInf are de/ned analo-
gously to their noise-free counterparts by replacing everywhere text and informant by
noisy text and noisy informant, respectively.
3. Incremental learning from noise-free data
In this section, we systematically study the strength as well as the limitations of
the di!erent versions of incremental learning. As we shall see, there is a signi/cant
di!erence between incremental learning from noise-free text and noise-free informant.
3.1. The text case
Next, we brieKy review the known relations between the di!erent versions of incre-
mental learning and the standard learning models de/ned above.
All the models of incremental learning introduced above pose serious restrictions
on the accessibility of the input data provided during the learning process. Therefore,
one might expect a certain loss of learning power. And indeed, conservative inference
already forms an upper bound for any kind of incremental learning.
Theorem 3 (Lange and Zeugmann [24]).
(1) ItTxt⊂ConsvTxt.
(2) FbTxt⊂ConsvTxt.
(3)
⋃
k∈N BemkTxt⊂ConsvTxt.
Bounded example-memory inference and feedback learning enlarge the learning ca-
pabilities of iterative identi/cation, but the surplus power gained is incomparable.
Moreover, the existence of an in/nite hierarchy of more and more powerful bounded
example-memory learners has been shown.
Theorem 4 (Lange and Zeugmann [24]).
(1) ItTxt⊂FbTxt.
(2) ItTxt⊂Bem1Txt.
(3) For all k ∈N; BemkTxt⊂Bemk+1Txt.
(4) Bem1Txt\FbTxt 
= ∅.
(5) FbTxt\⋃k∈N BemkTxt 
= ∅.
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A comparison of feedback learning and bounded example-memory inference with
/nite inference from positive and negative data illustrates another di!erence between
both generalizations of iterative learning.
Theorem 5 (Lange and Zeugmann [24]).
(1)
⋃
k∈N BemkTxt#FinInf .
(2) FinInf ⊂FbTxt.
Finally, /nite inference from text is strictly less powerful than any kind of incre-
mental learning.
Theorem 6 (Lange and Zeugmann [24]). FinTxt⊂ ItTxt.
3.2. The informant case
Our /rst result deals with the similarities to the case of learning from noise-free
text. Note that, in contrast to the text case, all the results presented below heavily
rest on the assumption that an IIM is supposed to learn every concept in the target
class from every informant for it. If the order is /xed in which the data about an
unknown language appear, this a priori knowledge can easily be exploited to build
iterative learners that are as powerful as unconstrained IIMs.
Moreover, note that the textbook of Jain et al. [17] contains a paragraph that deals
with iterative learning 3 from informant in which another indexable class is presented
that witnesses LimInf \ItInf 
= ∅.
Theorem 7. FinInf ⊂ ItInf ⊂LimInf .
Proof. The veri/cation is based on the following claims.
Claim 1. FinInf ⊂ ItInf .
Let C∈FinInf . Hence there is a hypothesis space H and an IIM M that FinInfH-
learns C. Informally speaking, an iterative learner M ′ can be designed as follows.
Initially, M ′ stores all data seen so far and determines, on the basis of these data,
an initial segment ix of an informant by arranging the classi/ed examples in lexico-
graphically order. If M , when successively fed ix, outputs its /nal hypothesis, say j,
then M ′ stops the process of accumulating data and outputs j, as well. Moreover, M ′
repeats this guess in every subsequent stage. Clearly, M ′ identi/es the target concept c,
since, by the properties of a /nite learner, hj = c. On the other hand, one easily veri/es
that C8nite, the class of all /nite concepts over some learning domain X, separates the
learning types ItInf and FinInf , and thus the claim follows.
Claim 2. ItInf ⊂LimInf .
3 Note that, in Jain et al. [17], iterative learners are called memory-limited learners.
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By de/nition, ItInf ⊆LimInf . It remains to separate both learning types. The sep-
arating class Cit contains the concept c= {a}∗ and, for all j; k ∈N, the concept cj; k =
{az | z6j}∪ {bj+1; a j+1+k}.
By Theorem 1, Cit ∈LimInf . Now, we prove Cit =∈ ItInf . Suppose to the contrary
that there is a hypothesis space H=(hj)j∈N and an iterative learner M that ItInfH-
identi/es Cit . Since M learns c= {a}∗, there has to be a /nite sequence ∈ InfoSeg(c)
such that, for all /nite sequences ′ ∈ InfoSeg(c); M∗()=M∗(  ′)= j′ for some
index j′ with hj′ = c. Thus,  is the ‘informant counterpart’ of a locking sequence.
The existence of  can be shown by applying the standard locking-sequence hunting
construction from Blum and Blum [3]. We suppress the corresponding details.
Since ∈ InfoSeg(c) and by the de/nition of Cit , there has to be some j∈N such
that ∈ InfoSeg(cj;0). Let j be accordingly /xed and let i be an informant for cj;0
that has the initial segment   (a j+1;+) and that contains the data element (a j+1;+)
exactly once. Since M learns cj;0 from i, there has to be some /nite initial segment
(a j+1;+) of i such that, for all n¿|(a j+1;+)|; M∗((a j+1;+))=M∗(in).
Now, /x k ∈N such that, for all z ∈N; a j+k+z =∈ content((a j+1;+)). Note that,
by the choice of , for all z ∈N, it holds M∗(  (aj+1;+)  )=M∗(  (a j+1;+)   
(a j+k+z ;−)). Now, let cˆ= cj; k , let c˜= cj; k+1, and let ) be an in/nite sequence such that
–ˆ=   (a j+1+k ;+)    (a j+2+k ;−)  ) and –˜=   (a j+2+k ;+)    (a j+1+k ;−)  ) form
an informant for cˆ and c˜, respectively. Obviously, such an in/nite sequence must exist,
since cˆ\{a j+1+k}= c˜\{a j+2+k} and since the data element (a j+1;+) occurs exactly
once in i. We claim that M fails to learn at least one of the concepts cˆ and c˜ when
fed –ˆ and –˜, respectively. This can be seen as follows.
First, by the choice of , we obtain M∗(  (a j+1;+))=M∗(  (a j+1+k ;+)) and
M∗(  (a j+1;+))=M∗(  (a j+2+k ;+)). Since M is an iterative learner, this implies
M∗(  (a j+1;+)  )=M∗(  (a j+1+k ;+)  ) and M∗(  (a j+1;+)  )=M∗( 
(a j+2+k ;+)  ). Second, because of the choice of , we know that M∗(  (a j+1;+) 
  (a j+2+k ;−))=M∗(  (a j+1;+)    (a j+1+k ;−)). Therefore, M∗(  (a j+1+k ;+) 
  (a j+2+k ;−))=M∗(  (a j+2+k ;+)    (a j+1+k ;−)). Finally, since M is an itera-
tive learner, we may directly conclude that M , when fed –ˆ and –˜, respectively, gener-
ates the same sequence of hypotheses. Since cˆ 
= c˜, M cannot learn both concepts, a
contradiction.
Moreover, analogously to the case of learning from only positive data, feedback
learners and bounded example-memory learners are more powerful than iterative IIMs.
But surprisingly, the surplus learning power gained is remarkable. The ability to make
queries concerning the history of the learning process fully compensates the limitations
in the accessibility of the input data.
Theorem 8. FbInf =LimInf .
Proof. By de/nition, FbInf ⊆LimInf . Let C be any indexable class. By Theorem 1,
C∈LimInf . It remains to show that C∈FbInf .
Interestingly, an enumeratively working feedback learner M can be created that
avoids to test consistency. The underlying idea is as follows. Initially, M outputs the
/rst candidate hypothesis. In every learning stage, M computes a data element (x; b)
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which possibly witnesses the incorrectness of its actual hypothesis. If the reply to the
query ‘(x; b)’ is ‘YES,’ M ’s actual hypothesis is de/nitely wrong, and therefore M
changes its mind and outputs the next possible candidate hypothesis. Otherwise, M
believes in its actual guess. As we will see, this simple approach will already do.
We continue in a formal manner. Let H=(hj)j∈N be an indexing of C and let
(wj)j∈N be the lexicographically ordered enumeration of all elements in X. Assume
any total recursive function g such that, for each k ∈N, there exist in/nitely many z ∈N
with g(z)= k. The feedback learner M uses H as hypothesis space and is de/ned in
stages. So, let c∈C and let i=((xn; bn))n∈N be an informant for c.
Stage 0. On input (x0; b0) do the following:
Set j=0, output j, and goto Stage 1.
Stage n; n¿1. On input j and (xn; bn) do the following:
Fix z ∈N with wz = xn and set x=wg(z). Test whether or not x∈ hj. In case it is,
goto (A). Otherwise, goto (B).
(A) Make the query ‘(x;−)’. If the reply is ‘YES,’ output j + 1 and goto Stage
n+ 1. If the reply is ‘NO’, output j and goto Stage n+ 1.
(B) Make the query ‘(x;+).’ If the reply is ‘YES,’ output j + 1 and goto Stage
n+ 1. If the reply is ‘NO’, output j and goto Stage n+ 1.
Let m= min{z | hz = c} and let (jn)n∈N denote the sequence of M ’s hypotheses. We
claim that M converges to m when fed i. Since the sequence (jn)n∈N is monotonically
increasing and exhausting, i.e., if M once outputs j, it has previously output all k with
k¡j, this is an immediate consequence of the following claims.
Claim 1. For all k¡m, there is some n such that jn= k + 1.
Let k¡m. We prove the claim using the additional assumption that there is an n′ ∈N
such that jn′ = k. Clearly, if this works out, we have also a proof for the claim without
this additional assumption, since, by de/nition, j0 = 0.
Because of hk 
= c, there is an element x in the symmetrical di!erence of hk and c.
Moreover, since i is an informant for c and by the choice of g, there is a least n¿n′
such that x∈ content(in−1) and x=wg(z), where z meets wz = xn. Now, if jn−1¿k, we
are done. Otherwise, let jn−1 = k. We distinguish the following cases.
Case 1: x∈ hk\c.
By de/nition, M makes the query ‘(x;−)’. Since x∈ content(in−1) and x =∈ c; M re-
ceives the reply ‘YES,’ and thus it outputs k + 1.
Case 2: x∈ c\hk .
By de/nition, M makes the query ‘(x;+)’. Since x∈ content(in−1) and x∈ c; M again
receives the reply ‘YES’, and thus it outputs k + 1. This proves Claim 1.
Claim 2. For all n∈N; jn6m.
By Claim 1, there is some n∈N such that jn=m and, for all n′¡n; jn′¡m. Thus,
it suDces to show that, for all r ∈N; jn+r =m implies jn+r+1 =m. Assume any r ∈N
such that jn+r =m. Let z ∈N such that wz = xn+r and let x=wg(z). By de/nition, if
x∈ hm, then M makes the query ‘(x;−)’. Otherwise, M makes the query ‘(x;+)’.
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However, since i is an informant for c and hm= c, M must receive the reply ‘NO’ in
both cases. Hence, jn+r+1 =m which proves the claim.
Even more surprisingly, the in/nite hierarchy of more and more powerful k-bounded
example-memory learners, parameterized by the number of data elements the relevant
iterative learners may store, collapses in the informant case. The ability to memorize
one carefully selected data element is also suDcient to fully compensate the limitations
in the accessibility of the input data (cf. Theorem 9).
When proving Theorem 9, one has to deal with the following problem. In contrast
to a feedback learner, a bounded example-memory learner cannot ask whether or not
a particular data element did already appear in the input data seen so far. Thus, it
has to treat the appearance of every data element as an event that might not happen
again. Therefore, it seems to be advantageous to create a consistent bounded example-
memory learner. But clearly, this entails the problem of how to modify hypotheses
appropriately that turn out to be inconsistent. Since a bounded example-memory learner
has only limited access to the history of the learning process, this is not as easy as
it might seem. Clearly, one may proceed in a cautious fashion and output a suitable
/nite variant of the last guess. But, this rather local approach does not suDce to
achieve convergence, in general. Hence, it is sometimes necessary to output a possibly
in/nite variant of the last guess. In these cases, the memorized data element is used
to determine the part in which the last and the new guess must coincide.
Theorem 9. Bem1Inf =LimInf .
Proof. By de/nition, it suDces to show that LimInf ⊆Bem1Inf . Let C be any index-
able class and let (cj)j∈N be any indexing of C. By Theorem 1, C∈LimInf .
Recall that (wj)j∈N denotes the lexicographically ordered enumeration of all elements
in X. For all m∈N and all c⊆X, we set cm= {wz|z6m; wz ∈ c} and cm˜= {wz | z¿m;
wz ∈ c}.
We let the required one-bounded example-memory learner M output as hypothesis a
triple (F;m; j) along with a singleton set containing the one data element stored. The
triple (F;m; j) consists of a /nite set F and two numbers m and j. Moreover, it is used
to describe a /nite variant of the concept cj, namely the concept F ∪ cm˜j . Intuitively,
cm˜j is the part of the concept cj that de/nitely does not contradict the data seen so
far, while F is used to handle exceptions. For the sake of readability, we abstain from
explicitly de/ning a hypothesis space H that provides an appropriate coding of all
/nite variants h(F;m; j) =F ∪ cm˜j of concepts in C.
Let c∈C and let i=((xn; bn))n∈N be any informant for c. As usual, M is de/ned
in stages.
Stage 0. On input (x0; b0) do the following:
Fix m∈N with wm= x0. Determine the least j such that cj is consistent with (x0; b0).
Set F = cmj and S = {(x0; b0)}. Output ((F;m; j); S) and goto Stage 1.
Stage n; n¿1. On input ((F;m; j); S) and (xn; bn) proceed as follows:
Let S = {(x; b)}. Fix z; z′ ∈N such that wz = x and wz′ = xn. If z′¿z, set S ′=
{(xn; bn)}. Otherwise, set S ′= S. Test whether h(F;m; j) =F ∪ cm˜j is consistent with
(xn; bn). In case it is, goto (A). Otherwise, goto (B).
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(A) Output ((F;m; j); S ′) and goto Stage n+ 1.
(B) If z′6m, goto (/1). If z′¿m, goto (/2).
(/1) If bn=+, set F ′=F ∪{xn}. If bn=−, set F ′=F\{xn}. Output ((F ′; m; j);
S ′) and goto Stage n+ 1.
(/2) Determine l= max{z; z′} and F ′= {wr | r6l; wr ∈ h(F;m; j)}. If bn=+, set
F ′′=F ′ ∪{xn}. If bn=−, set F ′′=F ′\{xn}. Search for the least index k¿j
such that ck is consistent with (xn; bn). Then, output ((F ′′; l; k); S ′) and goto
Stage n+ 1.
By de/nition, M is a one-bounded example-memory learner. Moreover, one easily
sees that M is consistent and that M exclusively performs justi/ed mind changes. The
correctness of M follows via Claims 1 and 2 below.
Let (((Fn; mn; jn); Sn))n∈N be the sequence of hypotheses generated by M when fed i.
Note that, by de/nition, the sequences (mn)n∈N and (jn)n∈N are monotonically increas-
ing. Subsequently, let j= min{z | cz = c}.
Claim 1. M converges on i, i.e., the sequence ((Fn; mn; jn))n∈N converges.
This can be seen as follows. Since the search performed in Instruction (/2) is
bounded by j, the sequence (jn)n∈N must converge. Let j′; y∈N be /xed such that, for
all n∈N; jy+n= j′. Thus, past point y, every further mind change which M performs
is in accordance with Instruction (/1). Hence, by de/nition, for all n∈N; my+n=my,
and thus the sequence (mn)n∈N has to converge, as well. Let m′=my. By Instruction
(/1), past point y, it holds that, for all n∈N; Fy+n⊆{wr | r6m′}. Now, since every
element x which is once added to a set Fy+n is never deleted again and since, vice versa,
every element x which is once deleted is never added again, the sequence (Fn)n∈N must
converge. This proves the claim.
Claim 2. If the sequence ((Fn; mn; jn))n∈N converges, say to (F ′; m′; j′), then h(F′ ; m′ ; j′)
=F ′ ∪ cm˜′j′ = c.
Since M is a consistent IIM, we know that the hypothesis h(F′ ; m′ ; j′) correctly re-
Kects the data it was built upon, i.e., if (F ′; m′; j′) has been output in Stage y, then
content+(iy)⊆ h(F′ ; m′ ; j′) and content−(iy)∩ h(F′ ; m′ ; j′) = ∅. Now, suppose to the con-
trary that h(F′ ; m′ ; j′) 
= c. Hence, M must subsequently receive a data element (x; b) that
contradicts its actual hypothesis h(F′ ; m′ ; j′). By de/nition, the appearance of (x; b) forces
M to perform a further mind change. Hence, the sequence ((Fn; mn; jn))n∈N does not
converge to (F ′; m′; j′), a contradiction, and the claim follows.
Next, we want to point out further di!erences between incremental learning from
text and informant.
Theorem 10.
(1) ItInf \LimTxt 
= ∅.
(2) Bem1Txt\ItInf 
= ∅.
(3) FbTxt\ItInf 
= ∅.
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Proof. First, we show (1). The separating class Clim contains c= {a}∗ and, for all
k ∈N; ck = c\{ak}. One easily veri/es that Clim =∈LimTxt. It remains to show that
Clim ∈ ItInf . The required iterative learner M simply guesses c until a data element
of form (ak ;−) appears. If a negative example (ak ;−) is presented, M changes its
mind and guesses ck . Now, M repeats this guess in every subsequent stage, and thus
it iteratively learns Clim.
Next, we show (2). Recall the de/nition of the indexable class Cit from the proof
of Theorem 7. That is, Cit contains the concept c= {a}∗ and, for all j; k ∈N, the
concept cj; k = {az | z6j}∪ {bj+1; a j+1+k}. Since Cit =∈ ItInf (cf. the demonstration of
Theorem 7), it suDces to verify that Cit ∈Bem1Txt. This can easily be done, if one
uses an one-bounded example-memory learner that memorizes the longest element from
{a}∗ seen so far. We omit further details.
Finally, we verify (3). Let X= {a}∗ ∪{b}∗ ∪{d}∗. Consider the following variant
C′it of the indexable class Cit , where C
′
it = {c∪{d}∗ | c∈Cit}. Applying the same idea
as in the proof of Theorem 7, one can show that C′it =∈ ItInf . Obviously, C′it ∈LimTxt.
Moreover, C′it exclusively contains in/nite concepts, and therefore C
′
it ∈FbTxt (cf. Case
et al. [5], for the relevant details).
Finally, we summarize the established relations between the di!erent models of in-
cremental learning from text and their corresponding informant counterparts.
Corollary 11.
(1) ItTxt⊂ ItInf .
(2)
⋃
k∈N BemkTxt⊂Bem1Inf .
(3) FbTxt⊂FbInf .
Proof. These assertions are immediate consequences of Theorems 1, 8, 9 and 10 as
well as the fact that, by de/nition, FbTxt⊆LimTxt and ⋃k∈N BemkTxt⊆LimTxt.
Fig. 1 summarizes the observed separations and coincidences. Each learning type is
represented as a vertex in a directed graph. A directed edge (or path) from vertex A to
vertex B indicates that A is a proper subset of B. Moreover, no edge (or path) between
these vertices imply that A and B are incomparable.
3.3. Discussion
As we have seen, when learning from noise-free informant is concerned, iterative
learners that are additionally allowed to ask feedback queries and to use bounded
example-memories, respectively, are exactly as powerful as unconstrained IIMs. Natu-
rally, the question arises where this surplus power comes from.
We next provide an answer to this question by analyzing the learning power of
iterative learning with /nitely many anomalies. In this setting, it suDces that an iterative
learner converges to a hypothesis which describes a /nite variant of the target concept.
More formally:
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Fig. 1. Incremental learning from noise-free data.
Denition 6. Let X be the underlying learning domain, let C be an indexable class,
let c be a concept, let H=(hj)j∈N be a hypothesis space, and let M be an iterative
IIM. Then, M It∗TxtH[It∗InfH]-identi/es c i!, for every data sequence =(dn)n∈N
with ∈Text(c) [∈Info(c)], the sequence (Mn())n∈N converges to a number j with
card({x | x∈X; hj(x) 
= c(x)})¡∞.
Finally, M It∗TxtH [It∗InfH]-identi/es C i!, for each c
′∈C, M It∗TxtH [It∗InfH]-
identi/es c′.
The learning types It∗Txt and It∗Inf are de/ned analogously to De/nition 1.
The next theorem states that, in the informant case, iterative learners which are
allowed to make up to /nitely many errors in their /nal hypotheses may achieve the
same learning power as unconstrained IIMs.
Theorem 12. It∗Inf =LimInf .
Proof. Let C be an indexable class. By Theorem 1, we know that C∈LimInf . Let
H=(hj)j∈N be any indexing of C. We de/ne an IIM that It∗InfH-identi/es C.
Let c∈C and let i=((xn; bn))n∈N be an informant for c. Initially, we let M∗(i0)= 0.
Next, let n¿1 and let j=M∗(in−1). We set M∗(in)= j, if bn= hj(xn), and M∗(in)=
j + 1, otherwise.
By de/nition, M is an iterative IIM. We claim that M learns c as required.
Let k be the least index with hk = c. By de/nition, we have M∗(in)6k for all
n∈N. Moreover, since the sequence of M ’s hypotheses is monotonically increasing,
M converges on i to some hypothesis k ′ with k ′6k. Finally, by de/nition, M changes
its mind in case an inconsistency between its last hypothesis and the actual data element
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has been detected. Since M converges to k ′, we may easily conclude hk′(x)= c(x) for
all but /nitely many x∈X, and thus we are done.
Hence, Theorems 8 and 9 demonstrate the error correcting power of feedback queries
and bounded example-memories when positive and negative data are available.
Corollary 13. It∗Inf =FbInf =Bem1Inf .
In contrast, when learning from only positive data is concerned, the situation changes
drastically. Combining Theorems 14 and 3, one immediately veri/es that, in general,
one cannot use feedback queries and bounded example-memories, respectively, to com-
pensate errors in the /nal hypotheses of iterative learners.
Theorem 14. It∗Txt\LimTxt 
= ∅.
Proof. Recall the de/nition of the indexable class Clim from the demonstration of
Theorem 10. That is, Clim contains c= {a}∗ and, for all k∈N, ck = c\{ak}. Since
Clim =∈LimTxt, it remains to show that Clim∈It∗Txt. However, this is a rather trivial
observation. By de/nition, c is a /nite variant of every concept in Clim, and therefore
an iterative IIM M learns Clim as required if it always guesses c, no matter which data
element it actually receives.
Note that, on the other hand, errors in the /nal hypotheses do not compensate the
general weakness of iterative learning from text, as the following result impressively
shows. We refer the reader to Grieser et al. [14] which contains further results con-
cerning the power and limitations of incremental learning with anomalies.
Theorem 15 (Grieser et al. [14]). FbTxt\It∗Txt 
= ∅.
4. Incremental learning from noisy data
In this section, we discuss the question of how incremental learners are able to cope
with noisy data. In answering this question, we compare the learning power of incre-
mental learners with the learning capabilities of unconstrained IIMs and conservative
learners. Moreover, we present characterizations of all models of learning from noisy
text and noisy informant.
4.1. Characterizations
Now, we present the announced characterizations of the di!erent models of learning
from noisy data. First, we characterize iterative learning from noisy text in purely
structural terms.
Theorem 16. For all indexable classes C :C∈ItNTxt i; C is inclusion-free.
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Proof. Necessity: Let C be an indexable class that is not inclusion-free. Suppose to the
contrary that there is a hypothesis space H=(hj)j∈N and an IIM M that ItNTxtH-
identi/es C. Let c; c′∈C with c′⊂ c and let t=(xn)n∈N be a fat text for c. Then,
there have to be k; y∈N such that, for all r∈N, M∗(ty)=M∗(ty+r)= k and hk = c.
Consequently, since M is an iterative IIM and t is a fat text for c, M∗(ty  x)= k for
all x∈c. Let tˆ be any fat text for c′. Then, t′= ty  tˆ is a noisy text for c′. Finally,
since c′⊂ c, M converges on t′ to k, as well. Hence, M fails to learn at least one of
both concepts, a contradiction.
Su<ciency: Let (cj)j∈N be an indexing of a given inclusion-free indexable class C.
We select a hypothesis space H=(h〈 j;y〉)j;y∈N that meets, for all j; y∈N, h〈 j;y〉= cj
and de/ne an iterative IIM M as follows. Let c∈C and let t=(xn)n∈N be any noisy
text for c. Initially, we let M∗(t0)= 0. Next, let n¿1 and let k =M∗(tn−1). We set
M∗(tn)= k, if xn∈hk , and M∗(tn)= k + 1, otherwise.
By de/nition, M is iterative. It remains to show that M learns c on t. Since
t∈NText(c), there is some z∈N such that, for all n∈N, xz+n∈c. Now, let k ′=M∗(tz).
Then, by the choice of H, there exists a least k¿k ′ such that hk = c. We claim that
M converges to k. Clearly, if k ′= k we are done, since M exclusively performs justi-
/ed mind changes. Otherwise, let k ′¡k. Then, since C is inclusion-free and H is an
indexing of it, there exists an element x∈c with x =∈ hk′ . Since t is a noisy text for c,
there is some n¿1 with xz+n= x. Thus, M∗(tz+n) 
= k ′. By iterating this argumentation,
one easily sees that M converges to the correct hypothesis k, and thus we are done.
As we see next, all considered models of learning from noisy text coincide, except
FinNTxt. Thus, iterative learners are able to fully compensate the limitations in the
accessibility of the input data.
Theorem 17.
(1) ItNTxt=ConsvNTxt=LimNTxt.
(2) ItNTxt=FbNTxt=
⋃
k∈N BemkNTxt.
Proof. First, we show (1). Having a closer look at the suDciency part of the demon-
stration of Theorem 16, one sees that the IIM de/ned there is also conservative.
Hence, every inclusion-free indexable class belongs to ConsvNTxt, too, and thus
ItNTxt⊆ConsvNTxt by Theorem 16. Moreover, the results in Stephan [31] imply
that LimNTxt exclusively contains indexable classes that are inclusion-free. Hence,
by Theorem 16, LimNTxt⊆ItNTxt and, since, by de/nition, ConsvNTxt⊆LimNTxt,
(1) follows.
Second, since, by de/nition, ItNTxt⊆FbNTxt⊆LimNTxt and ItNTxt⊆⋃
k∈N BemkNTxt⊆LimNTxt, (2) follows from (1).
Interestingly, another structural property allows us to characterize the collection of
all indexable classes that are iteratively learnable from noisy informant.
Theorem 18. For all indexable classes C :C∈ItNInf i; C is discrete.
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Proof. Necessity: Recently, it has been shown that every class of recursively enumer-
able languages that is learnable in the limit from noisy informant has to be discrete
([29], see also Case et al. [7], for the relevant details). Clearly, this result immediately
translates in our setting, and therefore, since, by de/nition, ItNInf ⊆LimNInf , we are
done.
Su<ciency: Let C be an indexable class that is discrete. Informally speaking, the
required iterative learner M behaves as follows. In every learning stage, M outputs
an index for some concept, say c, along with a number k. The number k is a lower
bound for the length of the shortest initial segment of c’s lexicographically ordered
informant ic that separates c from all other concepts in the target class C. 4 Since M
does not know whether a new data element is really correct, M rejects its actual guess
only in case the new data element contradicts the information represented in the initial
segment ick . Moreover, since M is supposed to learn in an iterative manner, M has to
use the input data to improve its actual lower bound k.
We proceed formally. Let (cj)j∈N be any indexing of C. As above, let (wj)j∈N be the
lexicographically ordered enumeration of all elements in X. For all j∈N, icj denotes
the lexicographically ordered informant of cj. Moreover, let f be any total recursive
function such that, for all z∈N, there are in/nitely many j∈N with f(j)= z. We
select a hypothesis space H=(h〈 j; k〉)j; k∈N that meets, for all j; k∈N, h〈 j; k〉= cf( j).
The required iterative IIM M is de/ned in stages. Let c∈C and let i=((xn; bn))n∈N
be any noisy informant for c.
Stage 0. On input (x0; b0) do the following:
Set j=0, set k =0, output 〈j; k〉, and goto Stage 1.
Stage n, n¿1. On input 〈j; k〉 and (xn; bn) do the following:
Determine p∈N with wp= xn. If p6k, goto (A). Otherwise, goto (B).
(A) Test whether or not bn= cf( j)(xn). In case it is, set j′= j and k ′= k. Otherwise,
set j′= j + 1 and k ′=0. Output 〈j′; k ′〉 and goto Stage n+ 1.
(B) For all z6p, test whether icf(z)k = i
cf( j)
k and i
cf(z)
p 
= icf( j)p . In case there is a z
successfully passing this test, set k ′= k+1. Otherwise, set k ′= k. Output 〈j; k ′〉
and goto Stage n+ 1.
By de/nition, M is an iterative IIM. We claim that M learns c.
Let (〈jn; kn〉)n∈N be the sequence of hypotheses generated by M when processing i.
By assumption, C is discrete. Hence, by de/nition, there has to be an initial segment of
c’s lexicographically ordered informant ic that separates c from all other concepts in C.
Let icm be the least initial segment of that kind. Moreover, since i is a noisy informant
for c, there has to be a least number y such that, for all n∈N, by+n= c(xy+n) provided
that xy+n∈content(icm). Finally, let j∈N be the least index such that j¿jy and cf( j) = c.
We next prove that M , when successively fed i, converges to the correct hypothesis
〈j; m〉. The veri/cation is based on the following claims.
Claim 1. Let 〈j; m〉=M∗(iy+n) for any n∈N. Then, M∗(iy+n+1)= 〈j; m〉.
4 More formally speaking, an initial segment ick of c’s lexicographically ordered informant i
c separates c
from all other concepts in C i!, for all c′∈C, if c′ = c then c′(x) = c(x) for some x∈content(ick ).
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Let p∈N be the unique index with wp= xy+n+1. First, assume p6m. Then, by the
choice of y, by+n+1 = cf( j)(xy+n+1), and thus M outputs 〈j; m〉. Second, assume p¿m.
By the choice of m and since (cj)j∈N is an indexing of an indexable class C that
is discrete, we know that in particular, for all z6p, icf(z)m = i
cf( j)
m implies i
cf(z)
p = i
cf( j)
p .
Hence, M outputs 〈j; m〉.
Claim 2. Let 〈j; m′〉=M∗(iy+n) for any n∈N, where m′¡m. Then, there is some
r′∈N such that M∗(iy+n+r′)= 〈j; m′ + 1〉.
By applying the same arguments as in the veri/cation of Claim 1 above, one sees
that jy+n+r = j for all r∈N. Now, suppose that, for all r∈N, ky+n+r 
=m′ + 1, and
therefore, by M ’s de/nition, ky+n+r =m′. Assume any l¿m′. Since i is a noisy infor-
mant, there are numbers r; p such that xy+n+r =wp and p¿l. Moreover, by assumption,
M∗(iy+n+r)= 〈j; m′〉. Hence, for all z6l, icf(z)m′ = icf( j)m′ must imply icf(z)p = icf( j)p , and there-
fore, in particular, icf(z)m′ = i
cf( j)
m′ implies i
cf(z)
l = i
cf( j)
l . However, this argumentation remains
valid no matter which l¿m′ is chosen. Hence, we may conclude that the initial segment
icm′ separates c from all distinctive concepts in C, contradicting our assumption that i
c
m
is the shortest initial segment of c’s lexicographically ordered informant behaving in
this manner. Hence, Claim 2 follows.
Claim 3. Let 〈j′; m′〉=M∗(iy+n) for any n∈N, where j′¡j. Then, there is some r′∈N
such that M∗(iy+n+r′)= 〈j′ + 1; 0〉.
Suppose to the contrary that, for all r∈N, M∗(iy+n+r) 
= 〈j′+1; 0〉. By M ’s de/nition,
jy+n+r = j′ for all r∈N. We distinguish two cases.
Case 3.1: For every l¿m′, there is some r with ky+n+r = l+ 1.
Let l∈N be /xed and let (xy+n+r ; by+n+r) be the data element that forces M to
change its mind from 〈j′; l〉 to 〈j′; l+1〉. Let p be the unique index with wp= xy+n+r .
By M ’s de/nition, we get p¿l. Moreover, there has to be some z6p such that
icf(z)l = i
cf( j′)
l and i
cf(z)
p 
= icf( j′)p . Since a corresponding data element exists for every l¿m′,
C cannot be discrete, a contradiction.
Case 3.2: There are l; r˜∈N such that, for all r¿r˜, ky+n+r = l.
Since c 
= cf( j′), there have to be elements x∈X such that c(x) 
= cf( j′)(x). Among
all those elements, let x′ be that one having the minimal index in the lexicographically
ordered enumeration (wj)j∈N. Let p′∈N with wp′ = x′.
First, assume that p′6l. Since i is a noisy informant for c, there is some r¿r˜ such
that (xy+n+r ; by+n+r)= (x′; c(x′)). By M ’s de/nition, M∗(iy+n+r)= 〈j′ + 1; 0〉, contra-
dicting M∗(iy+n+r)= 〈j′; l〉.
Second, assume that p′¿l, and therefore icl = i
cf( j′)
l . Since i is a noisy informant for c,
there is a least r¿r˜ such that p¿max{j; p′} for the unique index p with wp= xy+n+r .
Since cf( j) = c and p¿p′, we obtain i
cf( j)
l = i
cf( j′)
l and i
cf( j)
p 
= icf( j′)p . Thus, by M ’s de/-
nition, M∗(iy+n+r)= 〈j′; l+ 1〉, again contradicting M∗(iy+n+r)= 〈j′; l〉. Consequently,
Claim 3 follows.
To sum up, putting the above claims together one immediately sees that M converges
on i to the correct hypothesis 〈j; m〉. This completes the proof of the suDciency part,
and thus the theorem follows.
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Analogously to the text case, all models of learning from noisy informant coincide,
except FinNInf .
Theorem 19.
(1) ItNInf =ConsvNInf =LimNInf .
(2) ItNInf =FbNInf =
⋃
k∈N BemkNInf .
Proof. We /rst verify (1). Since LimNInf exclusively contains indexable classes that
are discrete (cf. the corresponding remarks in the proof of Theorem 18), we obtain
LimNInf ⊆ ItNInf . By de/nition, ConsvNInf ⊆LimNInf , and therefore ConsvNInf ⊆
ItNInf , too.
Since, by de/nition, ItNInf ⊆LimNInf and because of Theorem 18, it suDces to
show that every discrete indexable class belongs to ConsvNInf . The required IIM M
implements the same idea as the iterative IIM in the proof of Theorem 18. However,
since M is constrained to perform justi/ed mind changes, some minor modi/cations
are in order. Let (cj)j∈N be any indexing of any indexable class C that is discrete. We
select a hypothesis space H=(h〈 j;y〉)j;y∈N that meets, for all j; y∈N, h〈 j;y〉= cj, and
de/ne an IIM M as follows. Let c∈C, let i=((xn; bn))n∈N be any noisy informant
for it, and let y∈N. As above, for all k∈N and all c∈C, ihk and ic denote the
lexicographically ordered informant of hk and c, respectively.
IIM M : On input iy proceed as follows:
If y=0, then output 0. Otherwise, determine k =M (iy−1). Test whether or not
hk is consistent with (xy; by), i.e., hk(xy)= by. In case it is, output k. Otherwise,
goto Instruction (A).
(A) Determine the least z6y such that, for all k ′6y, ihkz = i
hk′
z implies ihky = i
hk′
y .
Test whether or not xy∈content(ihkz ). In case it is, output k + 1. Otherwise,
output k.
By de/nition, M exclusively performs justi/ed mind changes, and therefore M is con-
servative. We show that M identi/es c.
Let m be the least index such that icm separates c from all distinctive concepts in C.
Now, since i is a noisy informant for c, there has to be a least y¿m such that, for all
n∈N, by+n= c(xy+n) provided that xy+n∈content(icm). Let k ′=M (iy). By the choice
of H, there is a least k¿k ′ that meets hk = c. We claim that M converges to k.
First, suppose that k ′= k. Let n¿1 and assume that M (iy+n−1)= k. Clearly, if
by+n= c(xy+n), then M (iy+n)= k. Now, let by+n 
= c(xy+n). Then, due to the choice
of y, we have xy+n =∈ content(icm)= content(ihkm ), and thus M (iy+n)= k, as well.
Second, let k ′¡k. Then, since icm separates c from all concepts in C and since, by
the choice of k, hk′ 
= c, there has to be a least x∈content(icm) that meets c(x) 
= hk′(x).
Let n¿k with xy+n= x and by+n= c(x). Note that such an index n must exist, since i
is a noisy informant for c. Clearly, x∈content(ihk′m′ ), where ihk′m′ separates hk′ from all
other concepts hr with r6y + n. Thus, the appearance of the data element (x; c(x))
forces M , at the latest, to reject k ′. By iterating this argumentation, one easily sees
that M converges to the correct hypothesis k, and thus we are done. This completes
the veri/cation of (1).
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Finally, since by de/nition, ItNInf ⊆FbNInf ⊆LimNInf and ItNInf ⊆ ⋃k∈N
Bemk NInf ⊆LimNInf , (2) follows from (1).
Furthermore, the collection of all indexable classes that can be /nitely learned from
noisy text (noisy informant) is easily characterized as follows.
Proposition 1. Let C be an indexable class. Then, the following statements are equiv-
alent:
(1) C∈FinNTxt.
(2) C∈FinNInf .
(3) C contains at most one concept.
Proof. We /rst show that (1) implies (3). Suppose that C∈FinNTxt and that C
contains two di!erent concepts c and c′. Let t be a noisy text for c. Clearly, M must
eventually output a correct /nal hypothesis j for c, say on ty. However, there is a
noisy text t′ for c′ that meets t′y = ty. Since M /nitely learns C, M converges to j
when fed t′, and thus it fails to learn c′.
Next, analogously as above, it can be shown that (2) implies (3). Obviously, (3)
implies (1) as well as (2), and thus we are done.
4.2. Comparisons with other learning types
The characterizations presented in the last subsection form a /rm basis for further
investigations. They are useful to prove several results illustrating the relation of learn-
ing from noisy text and noisy informant to all the other types of learning indexable
classes de/ned. Subsequently, ItNTxt and ItNInf are used as representatives for all
models of learning from noisy data, except /nite inference.
The next two theorems sharpen the known upper bounds for learning from noisy
data ([31], see also Theorem 2).
Theorem 20. ItNTxt⊂ConsvTxt.
Proof. Let C∈ItNTxt. Then, by Theorem 16, C is inclusion-free, and therefore one
easily sees that C∈ConsvTxt. On the other hand, C8nite, the indexable class that con-
tains exactly all /nite concepts over some /xed learning domain, obviously belongs to
ConsvTxt. But, C8nite is not inclusion-free. Thus, again by Theorem 16, C8nite =∈ ItNTxt,
and hence we are done.
The next theorem puts the weakness of learning from noisy informant in the right
perspective.
Theorem 21. ItNInf ⊂LimTxt.
Proof. Clearly, the indexable class C8nite from above is not discrete. Thus, by
Theorem 18, C8nite separates LimTxt and ItNInf . It remains to show ItNInf ⊆LimTxt.
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Fig. 2. Learning from noisy and noise-free data.
Again, by Theorem 18, this is an immediate consequence of the following lemma from
Lange et al. [22].
Lemma. For all indexable classes C: If C is discrete, then C∈LimTxt.
Hence, the theorem follows.
The reader should note that Theorem 21 cannot be sharpened to ItNInf ⊂ConsvTxt,
since there are discrete indexable classes not belonging to ConsvTxt [23]. On the other
hand, C8nite∈ConsvTxt, but C8nite is not discrete. Hence, we may conclude:
Theorem 22. ItNInf #ConsvTxt.
The next theorem provides us the missing piece in the overall picture.
Theorem 23. ItNTxt #FinInf .
Proof. First, recall the de/nition of the indexable class Cit from the proof of
Theorem 7. That is, Cit contains the concept c= {a}∗ and, for all j; k ∈N, the concept
cj; k = {az | z6j}∪ {bj+1; a j+1+k}. Clearly, Cit is inclusion-free, and thus Cit ∈ ItNTxt
by Theorem 16. Since Cit =∈ ItInf (cf. the proof of Theorem 7), we obtain Cit =∈FinInf
by Theorem 7.
Second, let C be the indexable class that contains the concepts c= {a} and c′=
{a; b}. Obviously, C∈FinInf . Moreover, C is not inclusion-free, and therefore, by
Theorem 16, C =∈ ItNTxt.
Fig. 2 displays the established relations between the di!erent models of learning
from noisy data and the standard models of learning in the noise-free setting. As above,
ItNTxt and ItNInf are used as representatives for all models of learning from noisy
data, except /nite inference. The semantics of Fig. 2 is the same as that of Fig. 1. The
displayed relations between the learning models FinNTxt, FinNInf , and FinTxt are
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rather trivial. Clearly, every singleton concept class is obviously FinTxt-identi/able.
Moreover, FinTxt also contains richer indexable classes. For instance, the indexable
class that contains all /nite concepts of cardinality 2 is obviously FinTxt-identi/able.
Recall that Assertion (3) of Theorem 2 rewrites into ItNTxt # ItNInf . As we shall
see, this result generalizes as follows: all models of iterative learning are pairwise
incomparable, except ItTxt and ItInf .
Theorem 24.
(1) ItNTxt # ItTxt.
(2) ItNTxt # ItInf .
Proof. Obviously, the indexable class C8nite is iteratively learnable from positive data.
Furthermore, we already know that the indexable class Cit separates ItNTxt and ItInf
(cf. the proof of Theorem 23). Since ItTxt⊆ ItInf (cf. Theorem 11), the theorem
follows.
Theorem 25.
(1) ItNInf # ItTxt.
(2) ItNInf # ItInf .
Proof. Let C be the indexable class that consists of the in/nite concept c= {a}∗ and
of all /nite concepts cj = {az | z6j}∪ {bj}. Clearly, C is not discrete, and thus, by
Theorem 18, C =∈ ItNInf . On the other hand, one easily sees that C∈ ItTxt. Since
ItTxt⊆ ItInf , C separates the learning types ItInf and ItNInf , too.
Next, since ItTxt⊆ ItInf , it suDces to separate ItNInf and ItInf . In order to de/ne
the separating class C we are looking for, we have to diagonalize against all learning
machines. So, let (Mj)j∈N be an enumeration of all learning machines, let X= {a}∗
be the underlying learning domain, and let (ar)r∈N be the /xed lexicographically or-
dered enumeration of all elements in X. For every j∈N, the diagonalizing class C
will contain a particular subclass Cj that is de/ned in a way such that Mj fails to
ItInfH-identify Cj no matter which hypothesis space H=(hj)j∈N has actually been
selected.
Let j∈N be given and let M =Mj. In order to de/ne Cj, we use the following
abbreviations. Let i be any informant and let r; r′; k ∈N. Then, we write M∗(ir) =k
M∗(ir′) to indicate that M∗(ir) and M∗(ir′) are de/ned, their computation terminates
in less than k steps, and M∗(ir)=M∗(ir′). Conversely, M∗(ir) 
=k M∗(ir′) is indicating
that M∗(ir) and M∗(ir′) are de/ned, their computation terminates in less than k steps,
but M∗(ir) 
=M∗(ir′).
Next, we de/ne the subclass Cj by constructing an indexing (ck)k∈N of it. The
construction will be performed in stages, where the concept ck is constructed in Stage k.
Stage 0:
Let c0 = {am |m¿j}. Furthermore, set Candidate= ∅, Restart= j, and Status=
Search. Let c= c0, and let ic be c’s lexicographically ordered informant. Goto
Stage 1.
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Stage k, k¿1:
If Status=Search, goto (1); if Status=Verify, goto (2); if Status=Finished ,
goto (3).
(1) Test whether or not there is some z ∈{Restart; : : : ;Restart+k} such thatM∗(icz) =k
M∗(icz+1) =
k M∗(icz+2).
(1.1) In case it is, /x the least one, say zˆ, and let ck =Candidate∪{am |
Restart6m6zˆ}. Furthermore, set Candidate= ck , Restart= zˆ + 2, and
Status=Verify. Goto Stage k + 1.
(1.2) Otherwise, let ck = c0. Goto Stage k + 1.
(2) Test whether or not there is some z ∈{Restart; : : : ;Restart + k} such that
M∗(icRestart) 
=k M∗(icz).
(2.1) In case some z is found, then let ck = c0. Furthermore, set Status=
Search. Goto Stage k + 1.
(2.2) Otherwise, let i′ be the lexicographically ordered informant for the concept
Candidate. Set Test=Restart − 2 and test whether or not there is some
z ∈{Restart; : : : ;Restart+ k} such that M∗(icTest  i′z) =k M∗(icTest  i′z+1) =k
M∗(icTest  i′z+2).
(a) In case it is, /x the least one, say zˆ, and let ck =Candidate∪{azˆ+1}.
Furthermore, set Candidate=Candidate∪{azˆ+2}, and Status=
Finished . Goto Stage k + 1.
(b) Otherwise, let ck = c0. Goto Stage k + 1.
(3) Let ck =Candidate. Goto Stage k + 1.
Finally, let C=
⋃
j∈N Cj. By de/nition, every Cj is an indexable class, and thus C
constitutes an indexable class, as well.
Claim 1. C∈ ItNInf .
By Theorem 18, it suDces to show that C is discrete. For every j; z ∈N with j 
= z,
every concept c∈Cj can easily be separated from all concepts in Cz via the initial
segment icj of c’s lexicographically ordered informant. Consequently, if Cj is discrete
for all j∈N, then C is discrete, as well. The former can be seen as follows. First, if
Cj contains only /nitely many concepts, then Cj is discrete by de/nition. Otherwise, Cj
contains the in/nite concept c0 as well as in/nitely many /nite concepts. Let (cks)s∈N
be any repetition free enumeration of all /nite concepts in Cj such that, for all s∈N,
ks¡ks+1. For every s∈N, we let ms=max{z | az ∈ cks}. By de/nition of Cj, we know
that, for all s∈N, cks+1 = cks ∪{az |ms+26z6ms+1}. Consequently, the initial segment
of c0’s lexicographically ordered informant of length m0 +2 separates c0 from all other
concepts in Cj, while, for all s∈N, the initial segment of cks ’s lexicographically ordered
informant of length ms + 3 separates cks from all other concepts in Cj.
Claim 2. C =∈ ItInf .
Suppose to the contrary that there are a hypothesis spaceH=(hj)j∈N and an IIM M
that ItInfH-identi/es C. Let j∈N be /xed such that Mj =M . Hence, by assumption,
M in particular ItInfH-identi/es Cj. We show that this is impossible. Note that, by
assumption, M∗() is de/ned for all /nite sequences ∈ InfoSeg(Cj).
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Subsequently, let c= c0 ∈Cj and let ic be c’s lexicographically ordered informant.
We distinguish the following cases.
Case 1: card(Cj)=∞.
Then, Cj contains the in/nite concept c as well as in/nitely many /nite con-
cepts. As in the proof of Claim 1, let (cks)s∈N be any repetition free enumeration
of all /nite concepts in Cj such that, for all s∈N, ks¡ks+1. Moreover, for every
s∈N, we let ms=max{z | az ∈ cks}. Now, by construction, for all s∈N, the de/nition
of the /nite concept cks+1 requires that some zˆ¿ms + 2 has been found that meets
M∗(icms+2) 
=M∗(iczˆ). Finally, since, for all s∈N, ms¡ms+1, we may conclude that M
performs in/nitely many mind changes when processing the informant ic, a contradic-
tion.
Case 2: card(Cj)¡∞.
Without loss of generality suppose that Cj contains at least one /nite concept. Oth-
erwise, we are immediately in Subcase 2:1 below. Furthermore, let ck0 ; : : : ; ckr be the
collection of all /nite concepts in Cj, where ks¡ks+1 for all s¡r. As above, for all
s6r, let ms=max{z | az ∈ cks}. In accordance with the de/nition of Cj, we distinguish
three subcases.
Subcase 2:1 : For almost all k¿kr; ck is de8ned in accordance with (1:2).
Looking at Instruction (1), we see that, for almost all zˆ¿mr + 2, it does not hold
M∗(iczˆ)=M∗(i
c
zˆ+1)=M∗(i
c
zˆ+2). Thus, M performs in/nitely many mind changes when
processing the informant ic, a contradiction.
Subcase 2:2: For all k¿kr , ck is de/ned in accordance with (2:2).
Let i′ be the lexicographically ordered informant of ckr and let Test=mr . Now,
consider M when successively fed the in/nite sequence icTest  i′. By instruction (2:2);
we know that, for all zˆ¿Test + 2, it does not hold that M∗(icTest  i′zˆ)=M∗(icTest 
i′zˆ+1)=M∗(i
c
Test  i′zˆ+2). Consequently, M cannot converge on icTest  i′. However, icTest  i′
does not constitute an informant for any concept in Cj. Nevertheless, icTest  i′ can
easily be transformed into an informant for the /nite concept ckr on which M does not
converge.
To verify this, let  be the /nite sequence that can be obtained from icTest by re-
placing, for every s¡r, the data element (ams+1;+) by (ams+2;+). Clearly,   i′ is an
informant for ckr . Now, consider the de/nition of the /nite concept ck0 . By instruction
(1), M∗(icm0 ) =M∗(i
c
m0  (am0+1;+))=M∗(icm0  (am0+1;+)  (am0+2;+)). Thus, we obtain
M∗(icm0  (am0+1;+))=M∗(icm0  (am0+2;+)), since M is an iterative learner. Moreover,
since m0+2 = i
c
m0(am0+2;+)(am0+2;+), we may conclude that M∗(m0+2)=M∗(icm0+2).
By iterating this argumentation, we get M∗(y)=M∗(icy) for all y6Test. Consequently,
M∗(  i′y)=M∗(icTest  i′y) for all y∈N, and therefore M fails to converge on the in-
formant   i′y for ckr , a contradiction.
Subcase 2.3: For all k¿kr , ck is de/ned in accordance with (3).
Let i′ be the lexicographically ordered informant of ckr−2 , let Test=mr − 2, and
consider M when fed the in/nite sequence icTest  i′. By instruction (2:2), we know that
M∗(icTest  i′mr−2)=M∗(icTest  i′mr−2  (amr−1;−))=M∗(icTest  i′mr−2  (amr−1;−) (amr ;−)).
Now, let –ˆ be the in/nite sequence that can be obtained from i′ by replacing the data
element (amr−1;−) by (amr ;−) and let –˜ be the in/nite sequence that can be obtained
from i′ by replacing (amr ;−) by (amr−1;−). Now, since M is an iterative IIM, one
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observes that M produces the same sequence of hypotheses when processing icTest  –ˆ
and icTest  –˜, respectively.
Second, by the /rst test performed in instruction (1), it has been veri/ed that, in par-
ticular, M∗(icTest)=M∗(i
c
mr−2)=M∗(i
c
mr−2(amr−1;+))=M∗(icmr−2(amr−1;+)(amr ;+)).
Hence, we may conclude that the iterative IIM M produces the same sequence of hy-
potheses when fed icTest  (amr−1;+)  –ˆ and icTest  (amr ;+)  –˜, respectively.
Third, similarly as in Subcase 2:2, let ′ be the /nite sequence that can be obtained
from icTest by replacing, for every s¡r − 2, the data element (ams+1;+) by (ams+2;+).
Now, the same argumentation as in Subcase 2:2 applies to verify that M∗(′y)=M∗(i
c
y)
for all y6Test. Moreover, by construction, ′  (amr−1;+)  –ˆ forms an informant for
the concept ckr−1 , whereas 
′  (amr ;+)  –˜ constitutes an informant for the concept ckr .
Now, taking into consideration that M is an iterative learner and combining it with the
insights elaborated above, we may conclude that M produces on both informants the
same sequence of hypotheses. Consequently, M must fail to learn at least one of both
concepts, a contradiction.
This completes the veri/cation of Claim 2 and the theorem follows.
4.3. Discussion
The observed strength of iterative learners provokes the question why they behave
that successful when learning from noisy text and noisy informant, respectively, is
concerned. To answer this question, we next investigate the learning capabilities of
iterative learners that are supposed to learn exclusively from fat texts and fat informants,
respectively. As we will see, iterative learners are able to exploit the a priori knowledge
that they have to learn exclusively from highly redundant input data sequences. This
insight supports the thesis that the observed strength of iterative learners is mainly
caused by the fact that noisy texts and noisy informants, respectively, contain every
correct data item in/nitely often.
Next, we formally de/ne iterative learning from fat input data sequences.
Denition 7. Let C be an indexable class, let c be a concept, and let H be a hy-
pothesis space. An IIM M ItFTxtH [ItFInfH]-identi/es c i!, for every data sequence
=(dn)n∈N with ∈FText(c) [∈FInfo(c)], M ItTxtH [ItInfH]-identi/es c when
fed .
Finally, M ItFTxtH [ItFInfH]-identi/es C i!, for each c
′ ∈C, M ItFTxtH
[ItFInfH]-identi/es c
′.
The learning types ItFTxt and ItFInf are de/ned analogously to De/nition 1. The
results presented next are based on material from Lange and Grieser [20].
Theorem 26 (Lange and Grieser [20]). ItFInf =LimInf .
Thus, when learning from fat informant is considered, the di!erences in the learn-
ing capabilities of iterative learners and unconstrained IIMs disappear. In contrast, for
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learning from fat text, iterative learners are less powerful than unconstrained IIMs.
However, it turns out that they have exactly the same learning power as conservative
IIMs (cf. Theorem 27 below).
Theorem 27 points to one of the peculiarities of learning indexable classes, in partic-
ular, and of learning by computable learners, in general. In the textbook of Jain et al.
[17], it has been shown that, when learning from fat text is considered, non-computable
iterative learners are exactly as powerful as non-computable unconstrained learners.
Theorem 27 (Lange and Grieser [20]). ItFTxt=ConsvTxt.
5. Conclusions
Our research derived its motivation, at least to a certain extent, from the rapidly
emerging /eld of data mining ([9]). Here, huge data sets are around, and therefore no
learning system is able to use all the data or even large portions of it simultaneously for
learning something useful from the data. Hence, there is some need for truly incremental
learning algorithms.
The term incremental learning refers to re/nements of Gold’s [13] model of concept
learning in the limit in which the accessibility the input data is considerably restricted.
Incremental learning has formally been studied by several authors including Wiehagen
[32], Jantke and Beick [18], Fulk et al. [10], Kinber and Stephan [19], Lange and
Zeugmann [24], Case et al. [5], and Jain et al. [17]. Their studies rigorously proved
that, in general, limitations in the accessibility of the input data result in a remarkable
loss of learning power.
In the present paper, the following versions of incremental learning have been ana-
lyzed in detail: iterative learning, k-bounded example-memory inference, and feedback
learning. The results obtained re/ne the conclusions of former theoretical studies in
di!erent directions.
First, for incremental learning of indexable concept classes from positive and neg-
ative data, it turned out that, although iterative learners are again less powerful than
unconstrained learning algorithms, slight modi/cations improve their learning power
substantially. To be more precise, it has been shown that the following additional fea-
tures enable iterative learner to fully compensate limitations in the accessibility of the
input data: (i) the ability to memorize one carefully selected data item (referred to as
one-bounded example-memory inference) and (ii) the ability to ask whether or not a
certain seemingly relevant data item did already appear in the input data (referred to
as feedback learning).
Second, we elaborated characterizations of all kinds of incremental learning from
noisy data in terms being independent from learning theory. The characterizations es-
tablished allow for the following insight: when learning from noisy data is concerned,
restrictions in the accessibility of the input data do not result in any further loss of
learning power, i.e., it turned out that even iterative learners are exactly as powerful as
unconstrained learning algorithms. As a kind of side-e!ect, this insight directly implies
that all versions of incremental learning coincide.
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Although our research deepen, in particular, our understanding of the principal
strength of incremental learning, further investigations are inevitable to gain a better
understanding of the complexity of the resulting learning algorithms.
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